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K-means Clustering Based Pixel-wise Object Tracking

CHUNSHENG HUA ,†,☆ HAIYUAN WU ,† QIAN CHEN †

and TOSHIKAZU WADA †

This paper brings out a robust pixel-wise object tracking algorithm which is based on the K-means cluster-
ing algorithm. In order to achieve the robust object tracking under complex condition (such as wired objects,
cluttered background), a new reliability-based K-means clustering algorithm is applied to remove the noise
background pixel (which is neigher similar to the target northe background samples) from the target object.
According to the triangular relationship among an unknown pixle and its two nearest cluster centers (target
and background), the normal pixel (target or background one) will be assigned with high reliability value
and correctly classified, while noise pixels will be given low reliability value and ignored. A radial sampling
method is also brought out for improving both the processingspeed and the robustness of this algorithm.
According to the proposed algorithm, we have set up a real video-rate object tracking system. Through the
extensive experiments, the effectiveness and advantages of this reliability-based K-means tracking algorithm
are confirmed.

1. Introduction

Years of vision research have yielded in lots of
powerful object tracking algorithms. Numerous
powerful and effective algorithms have been ap-
plied into object tracking, such as the Kalman fil-
ter [7], template matching [8], EM algorithm [11],
CONDENSATION [9] (also called as the “particle
filter”) algorithm, dynamic Bayesian network [10],
mean shift [12] and iterative clustering [6], etc.

The template matching algorithm [18] uses the
sum of grey value of the predefined template to
describe the target feature. The object tracking is
achieved by searching over the image to find out the
region that has the maximum similarity to the pre-
defined template. Because the grey value of tem-
plate is used to describe the target feature, the orig-
inal template matching is very sensitive to the illu-
mination changes and target deformation. Improve-
ments on template matching [8] have been reported.

Background subtraction is able to track the tar-
get object by checking the differences between
the observed image and the predefined background
model. Therefore, it is especially suitable to work
indoors, such as the subway station, airport, etc.
Although adaptive background subtraction [19] has
been proposed, background subtraction still suffers
from the random noise (such as rains or snows)
and is not suitable to work in the dynamic scene.
The same problem also exists in the optical flow
method [20] which tracks the target object by ex-
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amining the characteristics of flow vectors of the
moving target over the surrounding background.

Comaniciu [12],et al. use the color distribution
of the target to describe the target feature, and they
achieve the robust object tracking for the non-rigid
objects by using the mean-shift algorithm. One of
the key issues in mean shift algorithm is to pro-
duce the center-weighted image (which is also a 3D
color histogram) at time with the Bhattacharyya co-
efficient. In this center-weighted image, the pix-
els on the target object have high weight, while
pixels on the background have low weight. By
applying the hill-climbing calculation to find out
the mode of 3D histogram, mean shift algorithm
achieves the robust object tracking under cluttered
condition. But means shift algorithm is not suitable
for the monochromatic and planar objects, because
such objects usually appear like a vertical line or a
narrow peak in the color histogram; even the illumi-
nation just changes a little, such narrow peak will be
drifted dramatically and hill-climbing method will
fail because there is no overlap of the target tem-
plate in two adjacent frames.

CONDENSATION [9] can track the target
through occlusion and clutter by reasoning over a
state-space of multiple hypotheses. Because it com-
bines the random sampling techniques with the pos-
terior probability of the target object together, it
achieves very robust object tracking.

However, although these algorithms are quite
powerful, they only concentrate on the similar-
ity between the target model and an unknown re-
gion/pixel. In order to measure such similarity, a
threshold is usually applied into these algorithms.
Since the target object may move under the clut-
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tered condition, it is difficult to select the proper
threshold to work stably under all conditions. Fur-
thermore, there is no guarantee that if the object
with the maximum similarity is really the target one
or not.

Collins [16] et al. bring out an idea that: while
object tracking, the most important thing is the abil-
ity to discriminate the target object from its sur-
rounding background. They propose a method to
switch the mean-shift tracking algorithm among
the different linear combination of theRGBcolors
which can select the very features that distinguish
the object most from the surrounding background.
Therefore, the kernel of this paper is how to select
the best combination ofRGB colors for discrimi-
nation. The combination that achieves the maxi-
mum ratio between the color distribution of target
and that of the background is considered as that best
features. Improved performance compared with the
standard mean-shift algorithm has been reported in
that paper. Even so, the color histogram has very
little identification power and this method appears
to work only when the target is solid and its appear-
ance does not change dramatically. Meanwhile, in
the case of high dimensional features like textures,
the large number of combination of colors (in fact,
each image contains 49 such color combinations)
will prevent it from achieving the real-time perfor-
mance.

Similar ideas have been applied by Nguyen [17]
and Zhang [21]. In [21], they describe the tar-
get and background features with their color his-
tograms. An unknown pixel is classified into target
or background by comparing the bin values of its
color between the target histogram and the back-
ground one. Therefore, when some parts of the sur-
rounding background contain similar color to that
of target, this ratio will become very low and some
target pixels will be regarded as the background
ones. Furthermore, because they assume that both
the target and background are solid, the long-term
performance of this paper is not ensured. Mean-
while, this work can not be applied to track the ob-
ject with apertures because the mixed background
will pollute the target histogram. In [17], although
the more powerful Gabor filter is used to discrim-
inate the target from the background, the perfor-
mance of that work in the long term is suspected
because the target is assumed to be solid. When
the target is non-rigid, there will be no guarantee
that the update of target template is correct, and the
multi-scale problem is also remained in [17].

Therefore, obviously almost all of the mentioned
tracking algorithms share one common problem:

when the target object is non-rigid and/or contains
apertures, background pixels will be mixed into the
target object; when the target object moves under
the cluttered background condition, the continu-
ously mixed background pixels will greatly degrade
the purity of the target feature (such as color or tex-
ture). In this paper, this phenomenon is called as
background interfusion.

Hua [13–15]et al. bring out theK-means tracker
to solve the background interfusion by introduc-
ing the negative samples as well as positive sam-
ples into object tracking. Within an ellipse model
that is used to restrict the search area and repre-
sent the background samples, each pixel is classi-
fied into target or background groups with the K-
means clustering by using those target and back-
ground samples described in a color-position fea-
ture space. By updating the search area according to
the distribution of detected target pixels, K-means
tracker can successfully deal with the target defor-
mation and scaling. To make the K-means tracker
work more robustly, tracking failure detection and
recovery processes are also brought out in [13–15].

However, some inherent weaknesses in K-means
clustering algorithm degrade the performance of the
K-means tracker (the detail are described in Sec-
tion 2.2 andFig.1). To solve these problems, a
new reliability-based K-means clustering (called as
RK-means) is brought out in this paper. In object
tracking, each pixel will be assigned with a relia-
bility value according to the triangular relationship
among that pixel, its nearest target center and its
nearest representative background center (which is
selected from a variable ellipse model). This reli-
ability value indicates how reliable the classifica-
tion of a pixel will be. Noise pixels that should not
be classified as a target pixel or a background one
will be given a low reliability value, thus will be
ignored. Embedding this reliability into K-means
clustering algorithm, the discrimination between
the target pixels and the noise pixels becomes pos-
sible and this makes the object tracking more robust
than the K-means tracker.

The following sections mainly explain this new
reliability-based K-means clustering and its appli-
cation in object tracking, the details description
about 5D image feature, the update of search area,
tracking failure detection and recovery can be found
in [13–15].

2. K-means Clustering Based Object Track-
ing

2.1 Definition of target object
In this research, because the target object is de-
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scribed by the color and position information (as
described in [13–15]), the tracked object is defined
by its existence (its position and color information).
It means, despite of the shape or size variance, the
object tracking is considered as successful if the
color and position of tracked object is correct.

2.2 Reliability-based K-means Clustering
Although K-means clustering is one of the most

popular pixel-wise clustering algorithms and can be
directly applied into object tracking, two problems
degrade its performance: 1) When the noise data
not belonging to any cluster exist, K-means clus-
tering will wrongly classify them into some pre-
defined clusters; 2) the wrongly assumed number
of clusters sometimes leads to the wrong cluster-
ing result. Although some researchers brought out
some improvements [1–5] on K-means clustering,
while object tracking such problems still affect the
performance of K-means clustering.

Mistake area

(a) Input image (b) Result of K-means
Fig. 1 In [13], K-means tracker will suffer from the noise data.

mi mj

x

di
dj

Fig. 2 When the noise data exists, K-means clustering will
give wrong conclusion thatx belongs tom j .

The problem caused by the noise data can be ex-
plained as: the K-means clustering only classifies
the unknown data according to its distance to the
cluster centers. As shown inFig.2, K-means clus-
tering algorithm only checkdi andd j (which are the
distance among an unknown datax and the cluster
centersmi ,m j ) to judge which clusterx should be-
long to, even ifx is more like to be a noise data.

In order to solve the mentioned problems, we
introduce the reliability estimation into K-means
clustering. Thereliability value for each data is
used to judge if it is reasonable to classify an un-
known data into one cluster or not.

Because the noise data are always distant from
the data belonging to the initialized clusters (called
as normal data), the distance from noise data to its
nearest cluster center should be longer than that of
the normal data. Therefore, the distance between
a data and its closest cluster center can be used to
classify the unknown data. However, a standard is
necessary for estimating how far a data is from its
nearest cluster center. Here, we use the triangular
relationship among an unknown data and its two
nearest cluster centers to measure if it is reliable or
not to classify this data into some clusters. A high
reliability value should be assigned to the normal
data, and a low value to the noise one.

Fig. 3 The relationship between data vectors and their two
closest cluster centers.

As shown inFig.3,w1 andw2 are the cluster cen-
ters,x1 andx2 are the unknown data vectors. Ac-
cording to d11 and d21, we can only judgex2 is
closer tow1 than x1. But we can not determine
which of x1 andx2 is the noise data vector. How-
ever, according to the shape of triangle△x1w1w2
and△x2w1w2, we can draw a conclusion that, com-
pared withx2, x1 has higher probability to be a
noise data vector.

While clustering an arbitrary data vectorxk of
data setX ( {xk;k = 1, . . . ,n}), the reliability value
of xk is defined as the ratio of the distance between
its two closest cluster centers to the sum of the dis-
tance fromxk to the two cluster centers:

R (xk) =
‖ w f (xk) −ws(xk) ‖

dk f +dks
, (1)

where
dk f =‖ xk−w f (xk) ‖,
dks =‖ xk−ws(xk) ‖ .

(2)

f (xk) ands(xk) are the subscript of the closest and
the secondly closest cluster centers toxk:

f (xk) = argmin
i=1,...,c

(‖ xk−wi ‖)

s(xk) = argmin
i=1,...,c,i 6= f (xk)

(‖ xk−wi ‖) .
(3)

Fig.4 shows RK-means can detect the outliers.
The degree (µk f ) of a data vectorxk belonging to

its closest clusterf (xk) is computed fromdk f and
dks:

µk f =
dks

dk f +dks
. (4)

SinceR (xk) indicates how reliable thatxk can
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Initial state Iteration 5 Iteration 9
Fig. 6 In one crowd of data vectors, RK-means will merge two initialcluster centers together.

Fig. 4 Outliers are detected and painted with red by our RK-
means algorithm.

Fig. 5 Reliability field around two cluster centers. The
reliability values are shown by intensity.

be classified, the probability thatxk belongs to its
closest cluster can be computed as the product of
R (xk) andµk f .

tk f = R (xk)∗µk f (5)
tk f denotes that: under the reliabilityR (xk), the
probability thatxk belongs to its closest cluster.

2.3 Data grouping
Assuming the number of clusters and the initial

cluster centers are given, the data grouping in RK-
means clustering algorithm is carried out as:
1. For each data vectorxk, compute its probability
of belonging to its nearest cluster center as Eq.(5).
2. Update the clusters by minimizing the following
objective function:

Jrkm(w) =
n

∑
k=1

tk f ‖ xk−w f (xk) ‖
2 . (6)

The cluster centersw are obtained by solving the
equation

∂Jrkm(w)

∂w
= 0. (7)

The existence of the solution to Eq.(7) can be

proved easily if the Euclidean distance is assumed.
To solve this equation, we first compute an approx-
imatew with the following equation:

w j =
∑n

k=1 δ j(xk)tk f xk

∑n
k=1 δ j(xk)tk f

, (8)

where

δ j(xk) =

{

1 if j = f (xk)
0 otherwise . (9)

Thenw can be obtained by applying Newton’s al-
gorithm using the result of Eq.(8) as the initial val-
ues. Since there is a dependency between the clus-
ter centers and the probability of belongingness, the
step one and two are performed iteratively untilw
converges.

2.4 Redundant cluster deletion
The definition of redundant cluster includes two

cases: 1) the assumed number of clusters is smaller
than the real one that the dataset has, where redun-
dant real clusters exist; 2) the assumed number of
clusters is greater than the real number of clusters,
where redundant assumed clusters exist.

In case (1), the RKM algorithm can easily delete
the pixels of redundant real clusters by assigning
them low reliability with Eq.(1). That is because
such pixels are always far away from any of the
initial cluster centers and the output of Eq.(1) indi-
cates that they should not belong to any initial clus-
ters.Fig.10 shows the performance of RKM in such
case.

In case (2), when the assumed number of clus-
ters is greater than the one that a dataset really
has, there will be some redundant assumed clusters.
Such redundant assumed clusters will scramble for
the data vectors that should belong to one cluster,
thus those data vectors will be divided into two or
more clusters forcibly. Since this partition does not
match with the natural structure of those data vec-
tors, the clustering will become unstable and sensi-
tive to noise.

To solve this problem, we merge two redundant
clusters into one cluster according to their variance
and reliability.

Fig.5 illustrates a reliability field in a two-
dimension space around two cluster centers. The
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Fig. 7 Investigation on the possibility of merging two clusters.

data vectors located on the line connecting the two
cluster centers will have higher reliability values
than the other data vectors. Such data vectors will
have the effect to attract the two cluster centers to-
gether, and this effect will become stronger when
the two cluster centers really get closer.

Fig.6 shows an experimental result of clustering
one crowd of data vectors with RK-means cluster-
ing algorithm, when given two initial clusters. Here
the two cluster centers (red circle) get closer and
closer as the iteration increases. Then, the average
reliability of the data vectors of the two clusters will
decrease gradually according to Eq.(1).

We considered that it is possible to judge if two
clusters should be merged by checking their aver-
age reliability and variance. Although the variance
of a data set ofn dimensional vectors are generally
described by its covariance matrix, here we com-
pute a single value to describe the dispersion of the
data vectors of clusteri as following:

v(i) =
∑xk∈cluster(i)(xk−wi)

2

N
, (10)

whereN is the number of data vectors in clusteri.
The average reliability of clusteri can be computed
by:

r(i) =
∑xk∈cluster(i)R (xk)

N
. (11)

In order to establish a standard for checking if
two clusters should be merged into one big cluster
or not, we did some experiments to segment vari-
ous simulated data set with the method described in
section 2.2, and analyzed the relation between the
average reliability, the dispersion and the distribu-
tions of the data vectors.

In Fig.7, Case 1∼4 show the clustering results
of data sets under different distribution. In order to
check if two clusters should be merged or not, we
compare the average reliability and the dispersion

before and after merge. The result of this compari-
son is obtained by the following equations:

{

Rv(i, j) =
v(i)+v( j)

v(i∪ j)

Rr(i, j) = r(i)+r( j)
r(i∪ j)

, (12)

wherei∪ j indicates the merged cluster from cluster
i and j.

The graph in the right part ofFig.7 shows the re-
sults ofRv andRr of the two clusters. By analyzing
these results, we discovered that the ratio ofRr to
Rv can be used to judge if two clusters should be
merged:

Merge(i, j) = Pm(i, j) =
Rr(i, j)
Rv(i, j)

. (13)

If Pm(i, j) ≤ 1 then the clusteri and the clusterj
should be merged. Then, the redundant cluster dele-
tion can be carried out as the following steps:

1. For each cluster (i), find out its nearest clusterj
then check ifPm(i, j) ≤ 1.
2. If such cluster pairs do not exist, terminate this
procedure.
3. Find out the pair that the distance between the
two cluster centers is shortest and leti and j de-
note the number of the smaller and bigger clusters,
respectively.
4. Merge the data vectors in the clusterj into cluster
i. This can be done by assigning the cluster number
i to all the data vectors of clusterj, and using(wi +
w j)/2 as the initial cluster center of the new cluster
i, which is the cluster merged from clusteri and j.
5. remove the clusterj.
6. repeat step 1.

This procedure should be executed after each up-
date of cluster centers. So, we add the redundant
cluster deletion procedure as the third step into the
process of data grouping described in section 2.2.
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2.5 The RK-means clustering algorithm
The RK-means clustering algorithm is summa-

rized as:

1) Initialization
i) give the number of clustersc and
ii) give an initial value to each cluster centerwi , i =
1, . . . ,c.
The initialization can be performed manually or by
using an external method.
2) Iteration of data grouping
while wi , i = 1, . . . ,c do not reach fixed points,
Do
i) calculatef (xk) ands(xk) for eachxk.
ii) updatewi , i = 1, . . . ,c by solving Eq.(7).
iii) delete redundant cluster with the method de-
scribed in subsection 2.4

2.6 Object Tracking with Reliability-based
K-means Clustering

By applying theRK-means clusteringalgorithm
into object tracking, we bring out theRK-means
tracker, which is a pixel-wise algorithm that re-
move the target pixels from the surrounding back-
ground pixels and the mixed noise pixels.

Correspondently, the target centers are described
asfT(i) i = 1∼ K, the representative background
clusters are represented asfB( j) j = 1 ∼ m, and
an unknown pixel is described asfu. Detailed de-
scription aboutf can be found in [13–15].

Unknown pixel

Target centers

Cross point

Nearest point

dB

dT

dTB

Fig. 8 RK-means clustering on multi-color object with target
and background samples.

As shown inFig.8, the classification for an un-
known pixel is performed between its nearest target
and background clusters. The minimum dissimilar-
ity from fu to the target clusters will be calculated
as:

dT = min
i=1∼K

‖ fu− fT(i) ‖, (14)

correspondently, we can get the nearest target clus-
ter centerfT(i) to fu. The minimum dissimilarity

betweenfu and the surrounding background sam-
ples (which are selected from the ellipse contour) is
computed as:

dB = min
j=1∼m

‖ fu− fB( j) ‖, (15)

the dissimilarity between the nearest target center
and the nearest background sample (fB( j)) is calcu-
lated as follows:

dTB =‖ fT(i)− fB( j) ‖ . (16)
The reliability of clusteringfu into target clusters

or background clusters is estimated as:

R (fu) =
dTB

dT +dB
, (17)

Then the probability thatfu belongs to theith the
target cluster is calculated as:

µ(i)
T (fu) = R (fu)∗

dB

dT +dB
. (18)

By applyingµ(i)
T (fu) into Eq.(8), the new target

centerf(new)
T (i) can be calculated. To deal with the

abrupt color shift caused by reflection or illumina-
tion changes, we select the method mention in [14]
to get the final target colorf(t)T (i) from f(new)

T (i).
Detailed description of the update of search area,
tracking failure detection and recovery can be found
in [13–15]

3. Radial Sampling

In order to reduce the computational cost of RK-
means tracker, one of the most effective methods
is to reduce the volume of the dataset which will
be processed while clustering. Therefore, the sam-
pling technique is required for this purpose. Here,
we proposed a radial sampling method (as shown
in the bottom ofFig.9) which can improve both the
speed and robustness of our tracking algorithm.

The radial sampling is set up according to such
an assumption: when the target object is solid and
included within the search area, the closer a pixel
is to the center of the search area, the more possi-
ble it is a target pixel. In this research, because the
search area is described by an ellipse model, this
assumption becomes: the closer to the ellipse cen-
ter, the more possible a pixel is a target pixel. In this
research, because the search area is updated accord-
ing to the distribution of the detected target pixels,
the target center is the center of search area. There-
fore, this assumption is reasonable.

This radial sampling method is performed in the
following way: all the sample points are selected
from the ellipse radius at constant intervals; each el-
lipse radius is produced at the intervals of constant
degree.

With this radial sampling, the ellipse center has
high density and ellipse boundary has low density
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Fig. 10 Clustering results when an undefined cluster exists.
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Fig. 11 Clustering results when a redundant cluster exists.
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Fig. 9 Radial sampling and the center-weighted density map.

as shown inFig.9. Since there are few sample
points selected from the regions far away from the
ellipse center, the affection of noise pixels (or the
mixed background pixels) has been reduced, thus
improving not only the processing speed but also
the robustness of the RK-means clustering.

4. Experiment and discussion

For concision, hereafter the Hard (or existing)
K-means clustering, Fuzzy K-means and our RK-
means are abbreviated asEKM, FKM and RKM,
respectively. In all the experiments, we give the
same initial number of clusters and the cluster cen-
ters points for the same image sequence, and all the
algorithms run at the same iterations for one image
frame.

4.1 Evaluating the effectiveness of RK-
means

We compared the clustering results of RKM with
those of EKM and FKM within the same simulated
data sets.

Fig.10 shows the performance of the proposed
RKM in the case that the assumed number of clus-
ters is smaller than the real one that a dataset has. In
this figure, four clusters exist but the assumed num-
ber of clusters is three, and the sky blue “2” de-
notes the initial cluster centers and the yellow “•”
shows the updated cluster centers during iteration,
and the resulted cluster centers are the ones pointed
by arrows. Here, both the EKM and FKM failed to
give correct clustering result according to the initial
points. Our RKM algorithm correctly found three
clusters while ignored the fourth redundant cluster
according to the initial position. That is because
RKM will give extremely low reliability to the data
vectors in the fourth redundant cluster according to
Eq.(1). While updating the cluster centers, such
low-reliability data vectors would have little affec-
tion on the correct clusters and could be ignored,
thus, the RKM could correctly find the three cluster
centers.

As shown inFig.11, we give four initial clusters
for the data set only having three groups of crowded
data vectors. The hollow “2” indicates the initial
cluster centers, and the solid sky blue “2” shows
the resulted cluster centers. The EKM and FKM al-
gorithm brutally divided the data vectors ofgroup
2 into two separated clusters (Fig.11(A) and (B)).
Meanwhile, the RKM removed one redundant clus-
ter during the iteration of data grouping and gave
only one cluster for that data group (seeFig.11 (C)).

4.2 Convergence of the RK-means
One important thing that needs to be confirmed

is whether the RKM clustering algorithm con-
verges. We used the IRIS dataset☆ that is a com-

☆ http://www.ics.uci.edu/˜ mlearn/databases/iris/iris.data
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mon database often used for testing data grouping
algorithms to check the convergence of RKM. The
IRIS dataset has 150 data points. It is divided into
three groups and two of them are overlapping. Each
group contains 50 data points. Each point has four
attributes.

Fig. 12 Convergence of the EKM and the RKM algorithms.

From the experimental result shown inFig.12,
we confirmed that the convergence of the RKM al-
gorithm is as good as the EKM algorithm, and the
speed of convergence is not slower than the EKM.

4.3 Affection of the cluster volume on RKM
Another important element that will affect the

performance of RKM is the volume (sometimes the
size) of each cluster.

The left image ofFig.13 shows a case that both
the distribution and volume of one cluster increase.
Here, the distribution of the left cluster is a circle,
and both its distribution and volume are fixed, the
distribution of the right cluster is an ellipse and its
distribution will increase as its volume increase. In
the graph ofFig.13, the horizontal axis shows the
ratio between the volume of each cluster (and this
ratio will become larger and larger), the vertical
axis is the average reliability of each cluster. The
red line shows the changes of the average reliability
of the left cluster and the green one shows that of
the right cluster. From this image, it is obvious that
the increase of the distribution and volume of one
cluster has very little affection on the average re-
liability of each cluster calculated by the RKM. In
other words, the RKM is insensitive to the changes
of volume and distribution of clusters.

Fig.14 shows the comparative experiment on the
displacement between the EKM and RKM in the
case ofFig.13. The vertical axis shows the dis-
placement (pixel), the horizontal axis is the same as
Fig.13. The red line shows the displacement of the
EKM and the green line shows that of the RKM. (A)
shows the comparative results of RKM and EKM
on the left cluster ofFig.13, correspondently, (B)
shows the results on the right cluster. According
to both graphics, obviously the RKM works better

than the EKM in this case. That is because the EKM
will mistakenly take some outliers as the pixels be-
longing to some clusters. While the RKM can give
low reliability to such outliers.
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Fig. 13 Experiment of the RK-means clustering under variable
distribution. In the right graph, the horizontal axis
shows the ratio between the volumes of two clusters,
the vertical axis shows the average reliability of each
cluster. The red curve shows the average reliability of
the left cluster, and the green one shows that of the right
cluster.
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Fig. 14 The displacements between the EKM and RKM on

each cluster in the case ofFig.13. Green curve: the
displacement of RKM; Red Curve: the displacement
of EKM

Fig.15 shows the result of an image segmenta-
tion experiment for testing the effect of Section 2.4.
Fig.15(A) was extracted from frame 285 in an im-
age sequence used for the experiments shown in
Fig.18. The yellow cross indicates the target clus-
ter centers. The target clusters become less during
the iteration of data grouping, as shown in (B)∼(D).
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(A) (B) (C) (D)
Fig. 15 Image segmentation with redundant cluster deletion.

A: Input Image; B: Iteration 1; C: Iteration 2; D: It-
eration 3.

These results show that the RKM algorithm can au-
tomatically delete the redundant clusters.

4.4 Object tracking with RK-means tracker
4.4.1 Initialization
Different from the existing initialization method

(like selecting rectangle or ellipse region around
the target object), the initialization of RK-means
tracker is performed by manually selecting several
initial target points that can represent the main tar-
get colors. That is because conventional initializa-
tion methods can only define the target position,
they can not provide the correct number of target
colors which is needed. Since automatic color de-
tection has beyond object tracking, we manually
perform this initialization.

After getting the initial search area, the other
background points are selected from the circle con-
tour at the fixed interval of 45◦. Therefore,m of
Eq.(15) is eight. Because the background sample
points are selected from the boundary of search
area, updating the search area is equal to updating
the background samples. More detailed description
about selecting and updating the background sam-
ples are available in [13–15].

Centroid of the intial target points

Initial target point

Initial background point

Initial search area

Fig. 16 Initialization for multi-color object tracking.

As shown inFig.16, in the first image,K points
are manually selected as the initial target points,
where the number of K depends on the main col-
ors contained by the target object. Then, the cen-
troid of these initial target points will be calculated
and be regarded as the center of the initial search
area. Thirdly, one initial background point out of
the target object will be selected. Finally, an initial

search area will be constructed, which is a circle in
the first image. The center of search area is located
at the centroid of the initial target points and its ra-
dius is the distance between the initial background
point and the center of circle.

4.4.2 Performance of RK-means tracker
Huaet al. [13] have compared☆ K-means tracker

with some famous tracking algorithms (like tem-
plate matching [18] and mean shift [12]). Here we
only compare our RK-means tracker with the K-
means tracker.

Fig.17 shows the experimental result of RK-
means tracker in the case that the target person
disguises himself while tracking. Applying the
RK-means clustering between the target and back-
ground samples, the RK-means tracker can distin-
guish the obstacles (like sun glasses, towel, hat)
from the target. By updating the search area dy-
namically, the RK-means tracker can also deal with
the rotation of target object.

Fig.18 shows a sequence of hand tracking. As for
the K-means tracker, the tracking failed since frame
285. In frame 285, since the color of some sur-
rounding background parts (e.g. a corrugated car-
ton) was similar to the skin color for some degree,
the k-means tracker mistakenly took them as the tar-
get pixels. This caused the update of the search
area to fail, so did the tracking. As for our RK-
means tracker, in frame 285, the influence of the
background parts having color similar to the skin
color was effectively repressed through the reliabil-
ity evaluation. As the result of it, the RK-means
tracker could detect the target area (e.g. hand) and
update the search area correctly.

Fig.19 shows the performance of RK-means
tracker when the target person is fighting against
another person☆☆. Since two persons are grabbling
with each other, the other person is mixed into the
search, which is difficult for the conventional algo-
rithms to work correctly. But the RKM algorithm
can successfully discriminate the target person from
another one, because the pixels of another person
has low reliability to be considered as the target
ones.

Fig.20 shows the performance of RK-means
tracker on multi-color object. In this sequence, as
for being the nonrigid human body, the target shape
changed greatly and the colors of both target and
background had been changed by the abrupt camera
flash (Frame 52). Our RK-means tracker correctly

☆ http://vrl.sys.wakayama-u.ac.jp/VRL/studyresult/study
result 3 en.html

☆☆ The video is taken from PETS-ECCV2004.
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Frame 0009 Frame 0341 Frame 0779 Frame 1080
Fig. 17 Disguise experiment. The RK-means tracker is applied to track the human head

where the target person disguises himself.

Results of the K-means tracker. The missing target center and similar color of background make it failed
since Frame 285.

Results of the RK-means tracker.
Frame 220 Frame 258 Frame 285 Frame 305

Fig. 18 Results of comparative experiment with K-means tracker [13] and RK-means
tracker under complex scenes.

detected and recovered from this color changes,
where the ellipse contour was painted with green
to indicate this recovery.

All the experiments were performed with a desk-
top PC with a 3.06GHZ Intel XEON CPU, and the
image size was 640× 480 pixels. When the tar-
get size varied from 100× 100∼ 200× 200 pix-
els, the processing time of our algorithm was about
9∼ 15ms/frame.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a robust pixel-
wise object tracking algorithm which is based on a
new reliability-based K-means clustering algorithm
(called as RK-means tracker). By applying the
RK-means clustering into both the target and back-
ground samples, the RK-means tracker can give low
reliability value to both the background and noise
pixels to delete them, thus it achieves the robust
object tracking under the cluttered condition. By
dynamically updating the search area according to
the distribution of the target pixels, the RK-means

tracker can follow the target deformation smoothly.
When the target is partial lost, the tracking failure
detection and recovery processes are brought out to
solve this problem. Through the extensive experi-
ments, we have confirmed that the effectiveness and
advantages of the RK-means tracker.

An object tracking algorithm requires an initial-
ization, which can be performed manually or by us-
ing the information provided by some object de-
tection techniques. In the case of RKM tracker,
the information for this initialization is the centers
and the colors of each pixels groups of a target ob-
ject. However, most existing object detection al-
gorithms only provide the position and the shape
(often as a rectangle or an ellipse) of the detected
object. In order to use them for the initialization
of the RKM tracker, an additional process that seg-
ment the object into several groups of pixels, each
has an unique color, is required.
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Frame 055 Frame 107 Frame 125 Frame 168
Fig. 19 Applying the RKM into object tracking. This video is taken from the public

database of PETS-ECCV2004, and in this sequence the target person is fight-
ing against another person. The RKM-based tracking system has successfully
tracked the target person against the other person.

Frame 001 Frame 052 Frame 062 Frame 091
Fig. 20 Performance of RKM tracker on the multi-color object under complex background condition

for Scientific Research (A)(2), 16200014 and (C)
18500131, (C) (2) 15500112.
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